Student Workshop on Experimental Economic Techniques (SWEET)
December 3rd 2021
Hosted (virtually) by Columbia University Department of Economics

Program

8.55am-9.00am: Opening Remarks

9.00am-9.45am: **Michael Thaler (Princeton)** “The Supply of Motivated Beliefs”

9.45am-10.30am: **Tianzan Pang (NYU)**: “Overconfidence, Strategic Failures, and Experience: An Experiment on Persistent Speculative Trade”

Break

10.45am-11.30am: **Jeanna Kenney (Penn)** “Agents, Gender, and Negotiations: Evidence from an Ultimatum Game.”

11.30am-12.15am: **Silvio Ravaioli (Columbia)**: “Coarse and Precise Information in Food Labeling.”

Note: presenters should aim to speak for 35 minutes, leaving 10 minutes for discussion.

Any questions should be directed to mark.dean@columbia.edu

Zoom Details

https://columbiauniversity.zoom.us/j/96234829546?pwd=aXN3SGZudXNCNUc1NzdEc3hjU3V5QT09

Meeting ID: 962 3482 9546
Passcode: 892066